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（5） “A Reconsideration of Protection Order and Criminal Sanctions 
against Stalkers”
 Tatsuya Ota （Professor, Keio University）.
Workshops:
（1） “Current Issues in the Theory of the Criminal Omissions”
 Motoki Shizume （Professor, Gakushuin University）.
（2） “Theory of ‘objective Zurechnung’ and Problems of Complicity”
 Rikizo Kuzuhara （Professor, Kansai University）.
（3） “Arson, Offenses against Public Safety”
 Shuichiro Hoshi （Professor, Tokyo Metropolitan University）.
（4） “Insider Trading”
 Tomomi Kawasaki （Professor, Doshisha University）.
（5） “Plea Bargaining in Criminal Procedure”
 Katsuyoshi Kato （Professor, Meijo University）.
（6） “Current Problems on Legal Communication between the Accused or 
Suspects in Custody and the Defense Lawyers”
 Hiroyuki Kuzuno （Professor, Hitotsubashi Unversity）.
（7） “Recording of the Interrogation and the Exclusion of Successive 
Confession and Derivative Evidence”
 Shigeki Yanagawa （Professor, Chuo University）.
（8） “Current Status and Issues of Sex Offenders Treatment”
 Kouichi Hamai （Professor, Ryukoku University）.
（9） “Recent Reform of Juvenile Training School Law and Juvenile Sound 
Development Principle in Juvenile Law”
 Hiroko Goto （Professor, Chiba University）.
（10）“Criminal Policy for the Women’s Crime”
 Emi Yano （Professor, University of the Ryukyus）.
（11）“Principle of Legality in International Criminal Law”
 Taiko Ando （Professor, Aoyama Gakuin University）.
5.　Commercial Law
The Japan Association of Private Law held its 79th General Meeting at 
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Ritsumeikan University on October 10 and 11, 2015.
Symposium:
Study of the meaning the stock market price represents and its function in 
the legal framework of the Law of Corporation and Securities in Japan
Chairperson: Kazuhito Yukizawa
1. “In general,” Kazuhito Yukizawa （Professor, Kobe University）
2. “The meaning and the use of the market price in the Financial 
Instruments and Exchange Act,” Etsuro Kuronuma （Professor, 
Waseda University）
3. “Corporate management and the stock price,” Masashi Shitani 
（Professor, Kobe University）
4. “Market price and the regulation of issuing stock in unfairly beneficial 
price to certain persons,” Kazuhito Yukizawa （Professor, Kobe 
University）
5. “The function of the stock market price in the cases of deciding 
appraisal and redemptive price,” Hidefusa Iida （Associate Professor, 
Kobe University）
6. “The modern finance theory and the valuation of stock of the 
corporation,” Nobuyuki Isagawa （Professor, Kobe University）
Workshop:
Examining M&A Contracts: Price Clauses and Representations and 
Warranties
Reporter: Akio Hoshi （Associate Professor, Gakushuin University）
Moderator: Tomotaka Fujita （Professor, University of Tokyo）
Reports:
1. “Collective Investment Fund scheme and its redemption rule,” Kohei 
Miura （Lecturer, Komazawa University）
2. “The Status of Investors’ Claim in Corporate Bankruptcy,” Daichi 
Fujibayashi （Associate Professor, Seinan Gakuin University）
3. “The Role of the Multiple Derivative Action in the Regulation of 
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Corporate Groups,” Yoichi Takahashi （Associate Professor, Kyoto 
University）
4. “A Study on the Requirements for Exemption from Strict Liability,” 
Hiroshi Kobayashi （Associate Professor, Nagasaki University）
6.　Labor Law/Social Security Law 
1 Japan Association of Social Security Law held its 67th General Meeting 
at East Osaka Campus of Kinki University on May 16, 2015.
Symposium:
（1） “The Aim of this Symposium.”
 Kousuke Marutani （Professor, Saga University）.
（2） “Public-Private Mix of Income Security for the Elderly”
 Jun Nishimura （Professor, Hokkaido University）.
（3） “Adjustment in the public pension scheme”
 Go Hukushima （Associate Professor, Kansai University）.
（4） “The Roles and Functions of tax resources in the public pension 
scheme”
 Hitoimi Nagano （Associate Professor, Sophia University）
（5） “Why the Legislature’s Direction to Change the Public Old-Age 
Pension Insurance Is Restricted”
 Masahiko Ohta （Professor, Tokyo University）
2 Japan Association of Social Security Law held its 68th General Meeting 
at Kawauchi Campus of Tohoku University on October 17, 2015.
Mini-Symposium①: 
（1） “Determination of Requirements to Subscribe to the Insurance and 
Legal Consideration”
 Koshiro Kawasaki （Part-Time Lecturer, Ryukoku University）.
（2） “Employer’s Violation of the Duty to Notify, and their Civil Liability”
 Daisuke Kitaoka （social security consultant）.
（3） “Social Insurance and Employer’s Obligation to Notify the Insurer 
